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n the United States, an estimated 8.7 million fourth through
twelfth grade students struggle with the reading and writing
tasks that are required of them in school (The National Institute for Literacy). That’s just slightly under the total
amount of people living in the state of New Jersey, and more than
the populations of Wyoming, Vermont, Alaska, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Delaware, Montana, Rhode Island, and Maine,
combined. This staggering statistic impacts all teachers, as it
leads to gaps in knowledge and skills that widen each year when
not addressed.
To close this literacy gap, students need strong literacy instruction spanning all classes. But how can teachers make this happen
when the amount of content to cover in a short amount of time
feels overwhelming? This guide is designed to provide you with a
deﬁnition of content literacy, its impact, strategies for incorporating literacy skills beyond English Language Arts classes, and tips
for using Kiddom to help you integrate literacy and content seamlessly for yourself and your students.
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Literacy vs. Content Literacy
Content area teachers help students read to learn, not
learn to read.
To access complex content-specific texts, students must be
equipped with a myriad of comprehension strategies while simultaneously understanding the context of that specific discipline. Students
can develop these vital skills when teachers both explicitly and implicitly embed literacy instruction within their content area curriculum.
Good readers know how to apply strategies interchangeably and in
tandem to fully comprehend a text. The fact is, many students are
lacking these basic literacy skills to help them become critical, engaged readers. Before diving into why incorporating literacy skills
instruction across content is crucial for our students, let’s investigate what “content literacy” really means.
One definition of content literacy, written by prominent literacy
researchers Michael C. McKenna and Richard D. Robinson is, “the
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three important components of content
three important components of content
ability to use reading and literacyliteracy
writing for the acquisition of new content
in a given discipline.”

general
literacy skills

Components
of content
literacy
content-speciﬁc
literacy skills
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prior knowledge
of content

General literacy skills are the literacy strategies that all good

readers apply, intuiting when strategies are needed to resolve misunderstandings of a text through metacognition. They are common
skills that most often develop at a younger age and are internalized
and honed throughout a reader’s life. Many readers develop internal,
metacognitive dialogues that drive the application of these strategies. In other words, experienced readers can talk themselves
through difficult texts in order to maximize their understanding and
clarify when they do not understand.

Content-specific literacy skills are more nuanced and are ap-

plied in specific domain areas. For example, in math, a student would
apply strategies to break down word problems before encoding them
using equations and graphs. In science class, a student may design
an experiment and write the lab report with all the necessary structures needed for that type of text. All subjects, core as well as the
arts and physical education, are enhanced through specific disciplinary literacy skills. The primary difference is that students learn
how to read, write, and critically think in a way that is unique to that
domain. Shanahan & Shanahan, premier researchers and educators
in the area of literacy, call these sets of skills “Disciplinary Literacy.”

Prior content knowledge gives students a sticking place to con-

nect and store new information while reading. The more background
knowledge a student has, the more deeply they can analyze a topic,
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but there’s a catch. A report, Reading in the Disciplines, notes that
“reading in content areas presents special problems because if you
don’t know content you will have a difficult time understanding the
texts, and if you don’t understand the texts you are unlikely to learn
content.” Teachers must help students navigate this catch-22
through strategic instruction of general literacy skills and disciplinary
literacy. With instruction in these two areas, students will develop
broader prior knowledge and will therefore be able to unpack and
learn even more new content.
More recently, research has built upon this foundational definition of
content literacy. Content Area Literacy: An Integrated Approach defines it as “the level of reading and writing skill necessary to read,
comprehend, and react to appropriate instructional materials in a
given subject area.” This definition broadens McKenna & Robinson’s
earlier one in that it moves from simply acquiring new knowledge to
highlighting the importance of using literacy as a means of interpretation. As content teachers, we are not happy when students simply
repeat the facts.
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We want students to read and write with purpose, integrating a range of sources, in order to discover meaning
and make connections to themselves, other disciplines,
and the world.

Debunking Myths
Many teachers have not been equipped with professional development around content literacy, which impacts the misunderstanding
and apprehension of how to incorporate it. In the book Content Area
Literacy: An Integrated Approach, the authors address the following
false assumptions that secondary content teachers may hold:
1 Students have learned to read in elementary schools.
2 Students have sufficient prior knowledge to cope effectively with

the important information in content textbooks.

3 The processes involved in reading and comprehending efficiently

in content textbooks are identical to those utilized in reading from
basal readers in elementary school.

4 Teaching content reading means teaching phonics and other skills

not directly related to their subject areas.

5 Teachers are information dispensers.
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These myths view reading and teaching through a narrow lens.
Reading is not simply defined as decoding a text to sound out
words. It requires us to derive meaning through inferencing, connecting, questioning, and synthesizing. If teachers only emphasize
the basic literacy skills, students won’t be able to adapt to complex
reading assignments such as primary sources or textbooks as they
continue through upper grades.
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By debunking these myths, teachers in all subjects can open the
door for deeper understanding, engagement, and appreciation for
their content areas through texts. Content literacy is the key to
driving towards these goals for ourselves and our students.

Strategies for Math, Science, and
Social Studies
Many students do not come to content areas like science or social
studies with fully developed and internalized literacy strategies to
support them in overcoming misunderstandings. This guide opened
with a shockingly high statistic that demonstrates how many millions of students struggle with reading and writing. Teachers often
notice the difficulties that these struggling readers face in the
classroom but may be at a loss for how to help them. Incorporating
literacy instruction across all content areas becomes a crucial practice that can lessen frustration in planning for differentiated
instruction for these students.
Early research into what a proficient reader does indicates there
are several key reading strategies that “good readers” master and
apply without hesitation. Pearson et al.’s publication, “Developing
Expertise in Reading Comprehension” identified the following strategies used by active, expert readers:
1 Activate background knowledge and consistently make connec-

tions between new information and previously known
information
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2 Monitor how adequate students’ new understanding of the

topic is based on what they already know

3 Ask questions of themselves to monitor comprehension as well

as the author

4 Draw inferences during and after reading by using background

knowledge and text clues

5 Determining importance of information while distinguishing

between main ideas and details

6 Take steps to apply fix-up strategies to repair comprehension

breakdowns when they realize this occurs

7 Synthesizing salient points within a text and extending across

readings
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Any teacher, no matter the content area, can begin to see how
these skills apply to their practice. It may be that teachers who are
hesitant to embrace content literacy simply don’t realize these
seven skills are so widely applicable. For example, drawing inferences is a regularly occurring and important part of any science
class, especially when developing hypotheses or lab conclusions. By

adding to their instructional strategy toolbox, teachers can begin
to bridge the literacy gap within content classrooms. When incorporating these strategies into your classroom, they become graded
aspects of assignments. These skills can be tracked using Kiddom
to better understand the ways in which your students are mastering general literacy strategies as well as disciplinary literacy
strategies.
When teachers first hear about content literacy, they may think,
“It’ll take too much time to teach reading and writing, an English
teacher’s job, and leaving me little time for my own content!” This
is simply not the case. The Southwest Educational Development
Laboratory provides research and professional development to encourage all teachers to integrate literacy strategies. They emphasize teachers follow three principles when combining these areas:
1) The content objective guides the lesson.
2) The text selection reflects the content.
3) The literacy strategy is selected as a tool to help students
access the discipline-specific text more effectively and
efficiently.
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To be effective facilitators of learning, we must teach students to
learn with the texts. This pushes us to see content literacy not as
teaching isolated reading skills, but an opportunity to provide authentic experiences within our content areas to promote interaction
and understanding between the texts, content knowledge, and the
student.

Differences between general literacy strategies and disciplinary literacy strategies are important to understand
before jumping into strategies in specific content areas.
Some educators misunderstand these to be synonymous. However,
Shanahan and Shanahan present the idea that the general literacy
skills can be built upon within specific disciplines using unique literacy skills within those classroom spaces. The following is an adapted chart based on the work of Lee and Spratley of Northwestern
University, that separates text types, general literacy strategies,
and disciplinary literacy strategies.
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Supporting struggling adolescent readers in the content areas
Apply both generic and discipline-focused strategies and knowledge to the comprehension and evaluation of:
Textbooks, full length books and book chapters
Newspaper, journal and magazine articles
Historically situated primary documents
Multimedia and digital texts
General strategies
Monitor
comprehension
Pre-read
Set goals
Consider prior
knowledge
Ask questions
Make predictions
Test predictions
against text
Re-read
Summarize

Discipline specific strategies
Build prior knowledge
Build specialized vocabulary
Learn to deconstruct complex sentences
Use knowledge of text structures and genres to predict main
and subordinate ideas
Analyze primary source documents
Map graphic (and mathematical) representations against
explanations in the text
Dissect scientific prose, including abstracts, section headings,
figures, tables, diagrams, maps, drawings, photographs,
reference lists and endnotes
Pose discipline relevant questions
Compare claims and propositions across texts
Use norms for reasoning within the discipline (i.e., what
counts as evidence) to evaluate claims
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There is certainly more than a little overlap between the general
content literacy skills and the disciplinary literacy skills unique to
each content area, with even some disciplinary content skills spanning more than one discipline. In a successful literacy-rich content
classroom, teachers seamlessly embed these strategies to develop
a routine that students can come to expect and adapt themselves.
The goal is to create the space for students to become active
readers who feel comfortable applying these strategies flexibly and
without prompting.

The Kiddom platform truly benefits teachers here via the
ability to append custom rubrics to assignments that
reflect the overlap of content acquisition and literacy
skill development.
By providing feedback in both of these areas, students and teachers can easily monitor how growth occurs in the content as well as
in the transferable literacy skills.
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In creating your own literacy-rich classroom, it is important to present the content and strategies concurrently. For example, prior to
reading a current events article about a topic in the unit, the
teacher could conduct a brief mini-lesson or discussion on the text

structure. This teaches students the link between text structures
and understanding as well as previews the information they will
need to look for in order to fully comprehend the text. Students will
be better equipped to locate key words to indicate the structure,
identify the most important information related to it, and transfer
that information to a graphic organizer, synthesized summary, or
discussion.
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Another way to teach strategies along with content is to debrief on
the processes used after the content knowledge is required. In our
guide to integrating social emotional learning into academic content, we explored the benefits of providing opportunities for reflection on students’ academic progress. Mary Helen Immordino-Yang,
a teacher turned neuroscientist explains, “when students are emotionally engaged we see activations all around the cortex, in
regions involved in cognition, memory and meaning-making, and
even all the way down into the brain stem.” Ask students questions
such as “what did we use before reading to engage our prior knowledge? What strategies did we use while reading to ensure we understood? What strategies did we use after reading to wrap-up our
thoughts and save the information?” These discussions about the
processes support integrated metacognition about content and
literacy. The increase in metacognition around classroom and strategy decision making is a great way to tie in the voluntary social
emotional learning (SEL) competencies. Specifically, students will
build more self-awareness and increase their self-management. The
process of questioning oneself about reading strategies is the same
type of self-questioning required to ensure one is making positive
choices outside of the classroom. Not only are you teaching your
content standards with literacy standards, but you will also be
teaching the SEL skills to educate the whole child.
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These debrief conversations are not the only way we can connect
SEL to reading. Motivation to read is often difficult for struggling
readers. It is generally not enough to tell reluctant readers, “you
need this for the test” as motivation for them to apply strategies
and push through the struggle. It is more effective to build motivation by identifying and tracking individual goals and beliefs on a
topic, as well as monitoring the processes and outcomes of those
goals. According to the National Institute for Literacy, motivation to
read includes well developed self-determination, self-regulation, and
engagement. These skills are often lacking or worn down in our
students who have continuously struggled to read independently.
By building these skills intentionally, be that through explicit discussion or engagement with the SEL standards, our struggling readers
will develop much more than just simply acquiring reading strategies. They will move towards becoming active readers and critical
thinkers.
Kiddom allows teachers to seamlessly connect both the academic
and the social emotional development processes for students in the
same assignment, rather than separating them1.
In the follow example, a social studies teacher supports students
through the challenging process of analyzing primary source documents by sharing an assignment via Kiddom that repeatedly asks
students to reflect after each short response.
To learn more, visit www.kiddom.co/teach/social-emotional-learning

1
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Civil War DBQ

Short Response: Use the map and graph presented above to answer the
following question. Be sure to use speciﬁc, relevant evidence from the
documents to support your analysis.
Which factors led to the Union’s ultimate victory in the Civil War? How did
those factors impact the citizens of the United States during the War?
Reﬂection Questions:
Content: Which primary sources were easiest for you to analyze? Why? Which
were more difﬁcult? Why?
Process:
Check each statement that applies to you (be honest! You are graded on the
quality of your reﬂection):
I
I
I
I
I

started this project before the day it was due ___
did more than one draft of my short response ___
asked for help when I hit a roadblock ___
used class resources from Drive or my own notes ___
did the best I could on this assignment __

Based on the statements you checked above, create a work plan for your next
short DBQ response. You can write it as a schedule or an open-ended response
explaining what you would do differently or what you’re proud of.
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0

DONE

11

INCOMPLETE

Amanda Glover

/ 10

Rayan Brock

/ 10

Michael Zhuk

/ 10

Monica Novales

/ 10

Joel Brent

/ 10

Jessica Hunsinger

/ 10

Artur Pokusin

/ 10

Liz Engellenner

/ 10

Guillermo Alcantara

/ 10

Document Based
Question - Short
Response
Melissa Giroux

This week’s documents are maps and graphs about the Civil War. Please complete
your short response and reflection questions by Friday.
ATTACHMENT

.Doc

Civil War DBQ

2 Standards
Make Inferences

Self-regulate

3 RUBRICS

Reflective Thinking
Use of Documents
Addresses Task

Send the assignment via Kiddom’s Google Drive integration to students. Rubrics
for both writing and analysis, as well as social emotional learning are attached to
the same assignment.
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Aaron Wolf

Reﬂective
Thinking

Aaron Wolf
1

2

3

The reflection explains the student’s
own thinking and learning processes,
as well as implications for future
learning.
The reflection explains the student’s
thinking about his/her own learning
processes.
The reflection attempts to
demonstrate thinking about earning
but is vague and/or unclear about
the personal learning process.
The reflection does not address the
student’s thinking and/or learning.

Use of
Documents

Aaron Wolf
2

3

Strongly supports thesis with
appropriate evidance from
documents Cottectly uses info from
documents persuasively as evidence;
student understands the meaning of
documents cateful, insightful
analysis and synthesis uses at least
4 documents
Satisfactorily supports thesis with
appropriate evidence from
documents Most of the information
from documents is cited correctly
uses info from documents as
evidence, but student only
understands basic meaning of
documentssatisfactory analysis uses
some documents (at least 3 used)

Addresses Task

All aspects of question are
addressed thoroughly and evenly
All aspects of question are
addressed, though not evenly or
thoroughly
Most aspects of essay question are
addressed
Essay attempts or fails to address
the task

limited support of thesis uncleat
references/citations of documents
Students uses qoutes from
documents instead of paraphrasing
General or simplistic use of
documents because students has
limited understanding of docuemnts’
meaning limited use of documents
(uses 2 documents)
inadequate support of thesis No
documents cited has little or no
understanding of documents
ineffectual use of docuemnts or no
documents used

Reflection Rubric Source: The National Early College Conference
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3

The Three Parts of Active Reading
Active reading does not only occur while someone reads a text.
Paul Neufield describes how active reading occurs in a three-part
framework:
Before reading
During reading
After reading
This three-part learning framework continues to be a best practice
in preparing students to learn, assisting them in monitoring their
own understanding, and synthesizing new information after reading.
It will also lead to a deeper understanding of content knowledge
and increase the amount of information that is stored. This framework can serve as the basis for how educators structure readings
and assignments. Teachers can include skill and standards-based
instruction at each of these three points, using Kiddom to generate
rubrics and assignments that are similarly broken into these three
categories. This further reinforces the importance of engaging with
texts at each of these points, and also allows students to receive
feedback on their mastery of the general literacy strategies.
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Strategy #1: Think Alouds
A report on content literacy instruction from the National Institute
for Literacy recommends using “think alouds” to demonstrate the
process of applying these strategies flexibly while also engaging
with authentic content area texts. These think alouds do not have
to always be in front of a class. They could be notes on a text,
print or digital, that signals to the students what thought or process occurred while reading. These notes or comments demonstrate how a reader should be thinking while reading and not just
evidence that reading has occurred. For students who are unaware
that an active reader coaches themselves through a text to monitor
understanding, this strategy is an excellent tool for modeling and
developing those dialogues.
Strategy #2: Setting a Purpose for Reading
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Anytime students are beginning a new text, they should set a purpose for reading during the “before reading” preparation. This can
also be a part of “during reading” habits in between chapters or
sections of a longer, more complex text. A great way to do this is
to preview any text features or prior knowledge students have on
the subject. Students should then be encouraged to generate questions about what may be learned from this text. These questions

will not only act as a guide while reading but they can be answered
using text evidence and prior knowledge after the reading. Any
questions that are not answered from the text can then be the
basis for further research on the topic. This strategy benefits both
reading comprehension and motivation. Students are setting their
own reading goals, synthesizing text evidence to meet those goals,
and monitoring which are attained. As students meet their goals,
they are developing more self-efficacy as they guide their own
learning through reading.
Strategy #3: Leveled Readings
If you’re fortunate enough to have access to your students’ reading
levels, providing readings all about a particular topic while also at
an individual student’s instructional level can increase engagement
and deepen understanding. Instructional reading level refers to the
highest level at which a student can engage with a text for which
they have sufficient background knowledge using some scaffolding
or support and can read with relatively few errors. The new abundance of free, leveled texts online via free tools like ReadWorks
and Newsela, makes this option easy to integrate into any content
classroom. After students read the texts on their specific levels,
heterogeneous groups can be formed for students to share what
they learned and question each other. For instance, all students
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would be reading texts related to the Bill of Rights, but only reading texts that are on their instructional reading level. After reading,
students would bring the information from their texts into a small
group discussion with students who read a variety of texts. Students would be given the opportunity to verify or dispute other
perspectives and provide their own evidence to support these
claims.
These examples are opportunities for teachers to monitor and
assess a student’s progress towards mastering standards (or skills)
using Kiddom. Individual skills can either be linked to specific standards and rubrics or teachers can use the customizable standards
tool to create skill-based standards to specific class needs. Using
Kiddom doesn’t mean only grading assignments submitted
online; it means integrating technology in a way that guides
student learning, whether that be through comments about a
student-led think aloud, answering other students’ generated
questions, or participating in a class discussion after reading
separate texts.
Literacy Strategies in the Science Classroom
Science is typically an inquiry-based class that allows students to
gain content knowledge through exploration of science topics com23

bined with hands-on learning experience such as labs. Hapgood and
Palincsar, accomplished literacy and reading researchers, discuss
ways to integrate reading, writing, and scientific inquiry. Instruction
and discussion of unique science text structures, such as labs and
reports, will not only improve a student's’ reading comprehension,
but will increase their ability to write in these structures as well.
The researchers cite a specific strategy called “Science Writing
Heuristic” (SWH) that can be used as a tool for teachers and students to write about science inquiries while promoting collaborative
thinking and reasoning. The model follows seven steps:
1

Identify the ideas and questions students bring to the study of
a phenomenon

2

Record what they do in the course of their inquiry

3

Record their observations

4

Identify their claims

5

Provide supporting evidence for their claims

6

Read others' entries to compare their thinking

7

Reflect on how their ideas have changed

The following chart outlines a sample lesson in which the strategy
is embedded into the three-part learning framework to increase
student potential to its fullest.
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Objective: Using the Science Writing Heuristic, students will justify the
validity of a hypothesis through tracking observations and claims as
evidencedby their reﬂection.
Before Reading

During Reading

Preview the lab
or reading to
develop ques
tions as a pur
pose for reading

Annotate evidence to
support hypothesis

Synthesize findings in notebook or graphic organizer

Identify text information
that answers student gen
erated questions in order to
monitor comprehension

Answer questions using
evidence from the text. Save
questions for later that could
not be answered from text.

Develop more questions

Share notebook and heuristic
with other students

Review and predict the text
structure ele
ments to assist
in focused
annotations
Generate a
hypothesis

Track claims made by text
or scientists
Highlight and synthesize
specific evidence for identi
fied claims
Track the process of the lab
sequentially
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After Reading

Comment on other’s ideas to
validate, refute, or build upon
Write a reflection to address
hypothesis and outcomes
Summarize the findings

Literacy Strategies in the Social Studies Classroom
In social studies classes, students are often asked to read and analyze secondary and primary sources as well as textbooks. This
range of texts makes social studies particularly well-suited for learning to generate inferences. This skill is difficult for readers of any
level because it requires them to have a fair amount of background
knowledge and an understanding of the text to generate conclusions about the author’s message. With an increase in reading and
writing on standardized tests, as well as some schools moving towards project-based learning, inferencing plays a vital role in deep,
critical analysis.
The social studies teacher is in a unique position to teach and hone
inferencing skills with students because they can mix instruction
with various types of sources, including political cartoons, to provide students with more opportunities for practice. The Literacy
Design Collaborative2 in conjunction with Facing History and Ourselves3 have developed a great lesson for teaching inferencing skills
in history. The following lesson shows how it fits into the context of
the three-part framework.
To learn more, go to https://ldc.org/

2

To learn more, go to https://www.facinghistory.org/

3
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Objective: After identifying the steps to making an inference, SWBAT infer
the implicit meaning of a political cartoon as evidenced by 2 logical
inferences made using the inference steps.
Before Reading
Through teacher
questioning or
self-questioning,
identify the steps of
making an inference
1) What is the text,
image, or data saying?
2) What do I know
about this topic
already?
3) What can I assume
or conclude?
Use a mind map, KWL
chart, or other
pre-reading strategy to
take notes on prior
knowledge after
previewing the political
cartoon
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During Reading

After Reading

Highlight important infor
mation or identify
important images in the
political cartoon

Apply three step inferencing
strategy

Clarify any unknown
words, phrases, or images
to ensure complete
understanding
Get the gist or main idea
to confirm comprehension

Present students with an
inference graphic organizer in
which to input text evidence,
background knowledge, and
conclusion
Consider using Kyleen Beers’
strategy “It says…I say…and
so…” (prominent author of
literacy strategies)
Compare inferences with
other students to determine
logic and validity

In this example, the SEL principles for combining content and literacy instruction were clearly adhered to, making this a successful
integration of the two areas. The students were best served in that
they learned a quick strategy with which to make inferences while
also engaging with and discussing the historical content within a
political cartoon.
Literacy Strategies in the Math Classroom
Math classrooms are unique spaces as they do not always mirror
the same reading habits of other content areas. Nonetheless, math
teachers can and should incorporate literacy into their curriculum.
The rise in requiring students to justify their answers to complex
problems in writing as well as the need for students to break down
multipart word problems are two primary areas that general literacy
strategies can benefit students. Roni Draper, a professor at
Brigham Young University, outlines a case for incorporating literacy
instruction within a math class in order to improve students’ ability
to learn and understand the material. She describes how to use a
common reading strategy, the Directed Reading-Thinking Activity
(DR-TA) (Stauffer, 1969), within a math setting.
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Objective: Using the DR-TA strategy, SWBAT monitor and track the steps to
solving word problem as evidenced by written problem-solving justiﬁcations
and numerical response.
Before Reading
Provide pre-reading
problem that only
requires solving an
equation
Preview problem by
looking at titles, bold
words, question, equations, charts/graphs
Set a purpose for read
ing and solving, i.e.
what equation will I
use? How many steps
will it take to solve?
Identify and mark the
specific question being
asked

During Reading
Solve the problem
sequentially
Monitor steps for solution
through self-questioning
How will this step or
equation get me closer to
the solution?
What will I do next to solve
this?Is my math making
sense so far?
Solve the problem

After Reading
Compare answer with
prediction
Assess if the predicted
steps or equation were
used or if you had to
divert from the initial
plan
Summarize what step
were followed
Complete a graphic organizer that outlines the
steps, i.e. a flow chart
Discuss with other
stdents how they solved
the problem

Note: Applying the DR-TA strategy in this example does not all have to come from the student. The
word problem can be scaffolded by first modeling the strategy with a think aloud and then including
metacognitive prompts that help guide the student through the process.
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In this example, we again see the overlap between including general literacy strategies and engaging with disciplinary literacy strategies. Students are given the opportunity to build metacognition,
preview and predict, self-question to determine understanding, justify responses, and apply specific math equations to solving the
word problem. All three content area examples mesh disciplinary
literacy, general literacy, and content information to teach the
whole child and not only improve skill acquisition but also increase
their content knowledge.
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How Standards and Kiddom Can Help
Teachers create authentic learning experiences for students when
they can integrate course content with literacy strategies. Assessing and providing feedback to both areas reinforces the idea that
an integrated approach to teaching literacy strategies and content
is the most worthwhile way to ensure students grow as whole
learners.
Fortunately, the Kiddom platform supports this positive pedagogical
practice with a streamlined curriculum planner, the ability to assign
texts and assessments directly to students, and communication
tools to provide individualized feedback. Teachers can easily track
growth in a student’s ability to employ general literacy skills while
simultaneously assessing the content knowledge the student has
demonstrated.
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After Reading

Sep 11 - Sep 17

Fri, Sep 15

10 pts.

Sep 18 - Sep 24

Fri, Sep 22

10 pts.

An interdisciplinary ELA and Science course created using Kiddom’s
Planner. Planner allows for teachers to shape the “Big Picture” of
student learning and drive the day-to-day detail.
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Within the standards like the Common Core, each discipline has
specific literacy standards that work in tandem with content standards. Many of the standards that contain both content and literacy knowledge represent the proficient reader research outlined in a
prior section. The Common Core authors explain that they designed the standards with an interdisciplinary approach to literacy
because of the need for students to be proficient in reading a
range of complex texts. Aligning multiple standards to individual
assignments allows students to see the connections across disciplines, and eventually determine on their own which discipline-specific skills to apply to the real texts of their lives.
This interdisciplinary approach is exactly what this guide was designed to assist with: empowering teachers to integrate literacy
instruction with their content instruction to ensure our students are
fully prepared for life beyond our school’s walls.
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Adding an assignment that aligns to multiple standards is easy with Kiddom’s
pre-loaded Common Core, CASEL, ISTE, NGSS, and state standards.
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This example paired with the example on the following page shows how
teachers can track skills across standard groups using Kiddom.

This assignment in now aligned to Common Core and Illinois
Science Standards.
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It is important to reiterate that adapting content literacy does not
shift focus away from teaching content. It is merely designed to
develop a toolkit of literacy strategies within each student, allowing
doors to open for engagement, independent problem-solving, and
choice. Students can apply these skills to develop higher levels
of thinking because they are not simply regurgitating content
facts, but unpacking layers of information through skill development. These skills are applicable across any content and unit
focus, meaning they won’t struggle to do deep dives into any content area. For a more concentrated look at how to move away from
low level questions and activities and towards curriculum that provides students with rigorous and high level work, check out SBG
1024: Standards-Based Grading for ELA and Social Studies.
In the same way that Kiddom makes it easy to weave SEL competencies into academic assignments, you can intertwine literacy
standards in the same way. Kiddom can support your assessment
of literacy and content standards via pre-loaded standards and
rubrics. Simply click any of the standards, including content,
literacy, or social emotional, and append them to your assignment.
You can even write your own standards and add your own
rubrics for more individualization. Students will then be provided
with your meaningful feedback as to how to improve their content
knowledge and literacy skills.
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To download and read SBG 102, visit www.kiddom.co/resources

4

This guide is a starting place to address why our students need
integrated literacy instruction beyond the ELA classroom and within
all content areas. It provides teachers with simple tools to design
your own lessons and activities that embed these general literacy
strategies. Use this guide to get started transforming your classroom from simple content delivery zone to a literacy-rich environment for students to grow in all facets of their education.
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